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Details of Visit:

Author: PG Dawn
Location 2: Crewe
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 11 Sep 2013 15:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 40
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Alicia's
Website: http://www.alicias-cheshire.co.uk/
Phone: 01270252828

The Premises:

Due to the new format, this is going to pad it out a bit more than I need be: the situation around
Crewe has changed little - there are two places to park: across the road in the pay and display or on
the road nearby to the side entrance of Alicia's. However, there is more activity in the street now
and it's harder getting a parking space in the winter/autumn. If you come by bus or by train, the
routes lead into town so it's a good 20 min walk or a short bus ride away. Two showers / bedrooms
at the location, only one toilet, and, after a recent visit, the rooms are insulated in the winter more
but they can be a bit stuffy now. Still, Alicia's has probably the best discrete policy out of the main
parlour's in Crewe and the only thing that lets them down is that the maximum number of girls
available. 

The Lady:

Kimberley is a petite blonde lady, nice figure and slim build. Late twenties, a wide knowledge of
issues and has a good intellectual grasp of situations. (I.e. you don't want to her see mean side, so
treat her nice gents.) Firm, friendly and funny, I really don't understand why there is a lack of
comments about her. 

The Story:

Great - Kimberley offers a very unique GFE. Alicia's usually matches different tastes with different
people - if Jennifer is your sex-bomb, Kimberley is your relaxing GFE. Kimberley always aims to
please when I see her and, in the bedroom, it's second to none - un-rushed and willing to hear what
gets you going but also understanding. A great experience overall
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